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THE COHOMOLOGY OF QUOTIENTS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 
PAUL F. BAUM and WILLIAM BROWDER~ 
(Received 13 November 1963) 
THE HOMOLOGY and cohomology rings of the classical compact Lie groups so(n), SU(n), 
Sp(n) are well known (for example see Bore1 [3]). Most of these groups have non-trivial 
centers, and in [4], Bore1 investigated the quotients of these groups by central subgroups, 
in particular, calculating cohomology rings with Zp coefficients, p prime. In this paper we 
pursue the investigation of these quotients further, extending Borel’s results. We obtain 
extra information on the integral cohomology and we completely determine the diagonal 
maps in cohomology with 2, coefficients p prime, and the action of the Steenrod algebra 
in any quotient of one of these groups by a central subgroup. This information leads to 
some applications such as the fact that homotopy equivalent compact connected simple 
groups are isomorphic, and a technique to prove facts about vector fields on real projective 
spaces, (see $9). These results on vector fields may be applied to prove non-immersion 
theorems for real projective spaces. In particular, it is shown that if n = 2’ + 3, r 2 3, then 
P*-l and P” do not immerse in R2”-7. Mahowald [9] and Sanderson [12] have shown that 
P” does immerse in RZn-‘, so that this is the best possible immersion for P” and P”-‘. 
The diagonal maps in the cohomology of these quotient groups with Z, coefficients are 
usually non-commutative, where p divides the order of the central subgroup, the only 
exceptions being low dimensional and PSp(n) for odd n (mod 2), (where PG denotes the 
quotient of G by its center). In particular ifp is an odd prime and p divides the order of the 
central subgroup, then the diagonal map in cohomology modp is non-commutative. 
Araki [2] has shown that the exceptional groups which have 3-torsion in homology have 
non-commutative diagonal maps in cohomology mod 3. One may conjecture: 
If a Lie group G hasp-torsion in its homology (p an odd prime) then the diagonal map in 
H*(G; Z,) is not commutative. 
It follows from the classification of simple Lie groups, Araki’s results and our result 
(7.12) that the conjecture is true for every compact simple group except possibly Es mod 5. 
It would, of course, be desirable to have a proof of this conjecture (if true) for all cases at 
once, not relying on classification. Note that the non-commutativity of the diagonal map 
in H*(G; Z,) is equivalent to the noncommutativity of the Pontrjagin ring H,(G; Z,). 
t P. Baum was an NSF fellow and W. Browder was partially supported on NSF grant, NSF G 15984, 
during the course of this research. 
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The general idea behind the computations is as follows: 
First enough information is obtained about the form of the diagonal map (by tech- 
niques of Hopf algebras) to determine it in H*(PU(n); 2,) except for a sequence of constants. 
The existence of higher torsion and its behavior in H*(PU($) ; Z,>, (r r 3) is used to evaluate 
some of these constants, by studying the integral Bockstein operator. Also in H*(PU(p’); Z,,) 
the action of the Steenrod algebra so intimately links the generators that the information 
obtained is enough to determine all the unknown constants. It is not however enough in 
H*(PUQ2); Z,>, for example. But the information in H*(PUCp’); ZJ, r r 3, may be used 
to obtain the diagonal map in H*(PU(p’m); Z,>, s < r, p ,j’ m, p”m <p’, by means of an 
intermediate group, U(p”m) x U(p’m’), quotient by the diagonal circle subgroup (m + m’ 
= p’-“). This group is embedded in PU(p’) and maps onto PU(p”m) (by a homomorphism 
induced by the projection on the first factor). Information about diagonal maps in all the 
other groups considered is obtained using homomorphisms from or to PU(n). 
The main theorems, which describe the cohomology of quotients of classical groups are 
(7.12) which describes the quotient of W(n) by central subgroups, (8.7) which describes 
PO(n) and (8.9) which describes PSph). 
In the first three sections (1, 2, 3) we develop some general properties of the diagonal 
map in a Hopf algebrabith a homomorphism onto another Hopf algebra, and in particular, 
where the map is a “generalized covering homomorphism” of groups ($3). In $4, we com- 
pute H*(PSU(n); Z,) and some properties of H*(PSU(n); Z) using Chern classes, and the 
spectral sequence for a group acting freely [3, $22). We use the information about the 
spectral sequence and a functional cohomology operation in $5 to study the integral 
Bockstein. In $6 and $7 all the information is used to compute the diagonal map in 
H*(PU(p’); Zp>, r 2 3, first and then from this, in H*(PU(n); ZJ, any 12, and finally in the 
quotient of W(n) by any central subgroup. In $8, the results on quotients of SU(n) are 
used to compute the diagonal maps in H*(PO(n) ; Z,) and H*(PSp(n); Z,). $9 is devoted to 
applications as noted above, and in addition an example is given of two Lie groups which 
are homeomorphic, but have non-isomorphic Pontrjagin rings. $10 is an appendix where 
some results on binomial coefficients are derived, which are used in previous sections. 
We would like to thank J. F. Adams, M. Hirsch, I. M. James, J. C. Moore, B. J. 
Sanderson and N. Steenrod for comments, discussions and suggestions. 
Note that we use the notation (i,$ = (i +i)!/i!j! for binomial coefficients. 
01. HOPF ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we give an account of various results on Hopf algebras due to A. Borel, 
and J. Milnor and J. C. Moore which we shall need. Most of these results can be found in 
[lo] and we shall refer there for proofs. 
A graded module M over a ring R is of finite type if Mj is a finitely generated R module 
for every i. Throughout this section, we will assume all modules mentioned are of finite 
type, Mi = 0 for i < 0, @ = c Mi, M* = Hom(M, R). 
i>O 
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Definition. A Hopf algebra over a field K is a graded K module A, with A, = K, and 
two maps of graded modules q : A @I A + A, $ : A + A @ A such that 
(1) cp makes A an algebra with unit 
(2) Ii/X =X01 + l@X+ ZXi@X:,Xi,X~EA, for anyxEA. 
(3) $ is a map of algebras where (a 8 b).(c @I d) = (- l)pq(ac @I bd) defines multipli- 
cation in A @ A, b E A,, c E A,, (juxtaposition denoting the product in A, e.g. UC = cp(a @I c)). 
The condition A o = K makes A a “connected Hopf algebra” in the terminology of [lo]. 
A will be called ussociatiue if q 0 (cp 0 1) = q 0 (1 0 q~) (i.e. a(&) = (ab)c), and A will 
be called co-ussociatiue if ($6 1) 0 $ = (1 0 $) 0 $. A will be called commutative if 
cp 0 t = cp, co-commutative if t o $ = I,$, where t : A Q A -+ A Q A is defined by t(a @ b) 
=(-l)pqb@u, aEAp, bEAq. 
Let p: A --) A be the natural projection, and define $: ,4 + A 8 A by $ = (p 0 p) 0 $, 
(called the reduced diagonal map). 
LEMMA (1.1). II/ is co-associative tfand only zf($@ 1) O $=(I 0 $) O $. 
The following are simple properties of Hopf algebras : 
(1) A is a Hopf algebra with multiplication cp, diagonal $ if and only if A* is a Hopf 
algebra with multiplication $*, diagonal ‘p*. 
(2) q is associative if and only if q* is co-associative, (similarly for $*). 
(3) q is commutative if and only if q* is co-commutative (similarly for II/*). 
By a homomorphism (or map) of Hopf algebra A to Hopf algebra A’ we shall mean a 
map of graded modules f: A --f A’, such that cp D (fof) =f 0 q, and (f@f) ,, $ = $ 0 f, 
withf’(1) = 1 E A& 
Let n : A +B be an epimorphism (onto map) of Hopf algebras. Define a map 
g : A -+ A 0 B by the composition: 
ti l@ff l@P 
A-ABA -A@B-A@B. 
Define T = T(A, 7r) = kernel g. 
LEMMA (1.2). If A is associative, and tf T is a Hopf subalgebra of A, then B =A/TA, 
andtfa: B-+AisamapofK-moduIessuchthatnOa=l, thenf=cp.(i@a):T@B+A 
is an isomorphism of left T modules, that is, the diagram 
l@f 
TQTQB -TQA 
I 
it31 
rp@l 
ABA 
I 
a 
/ 
commutes, (here i always denotes inclusion). 
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LEMMA (1.3). If A is co-associative, T is a Hopf subalgebra of A, and if j?: A -+ T is 
map of K modules such that B 0 i = l,thenh=(B&~)~$: A-,T@Bisanisomorphismof 
right B comodules, i.e. the diagram 
h 
A --+T @I B 
commutes. 
l&t I h@l I 
A@B-T@E@E 
This is simply the dual of Lemma (1.2). These are proved in [lo]. 
LEMMA (1.4). Zf in Lemma (1.3), /? is a map of algebras, then h is an isomorphism of 
algebras. 
Since h =(B 8 n) 0 +, and each map, P, n, II/, are maps of algebras, h is a map of 
algebras, which together with Lemma (1.3), proves the lemma. 
Define the height of an element x E A to be the positive integer n such that x” = 0, 
x”-’ # 0. If no such n exists the height of x is co. We will write n = ht(x). 
LEMMA (1.5). Let A be an associative, commutative, Hopf algebra over a perfectfield K. 
Let a,, . . . , aq, . . . E jI be a generating set for & such that dim a, I dim aifl, aif 6 Ai = 
algebra generated by a,, . . . , ai, and suppose ht(at+J I ht(at+, + D) for any DE Aj. Then 
y : yA(ai) -+ A is an isomorphism of algebras, where A(aJ = subalgebra of A generated by ai, 
and y is defYned by the inclusion and the product in A. 
For a proof see [3, $63 or [lo]. 
Define P(A) = primitive elements of A by x E P(A) if$x = x @ 1 + 1 @x. 
LEMMA (1.6). If in Lemma (1.5), P(A) generates A, then the generators at of Lemma 
(1.5) may be chosen to be in P(A) so that the isomorphism y is one of Hopf algebras. 
This is proved in [lo]. 
- -- 
Let Q(A) = A/AA. Define 5 : A + A 8 A by C(x) = xp, where A is a Hopf algebra over 
z,. If A is commutative and associative, then 5 is a map of Hopf algebras (except for 
gradation) so that CA is a Hopf subalgebra of A. 
LEMMA (1.7). Zf A is an associative, commutative Hopf algebra over Z,, then the sequence 
0 - P([A) - P(A) - Q(A) is exact. 
See [lo] for a proof. 
$2. DIAGONAL MAPS IN HOPF ALGEBRAS 
In this section we will obtain some results relating homomorphisms of Hopf algebras 
and the diagonal map. These results will give the general form of the diagonal map in 
certain circumstances, which will enable US to carry out later calculations. 
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Let II : A + B be an epimorphism of Hopf algebras, and as in $1, let T = T(A, IC) 
= kernel g. where g : A + A @I B (see $1). Define R = R(A, II) by x E R if $x E A @I il: 
THEOREM (2.1). Let A be associative and co-associative, 7~ : A + B, an epimorphism of 
Hopf algebras, T, R as above, and suppose T is a Hopf subalgebra of A. Then (i) the sequence 
i 
O-T-R- x P(B) - 0 
is exact. 
(ii) G(R) E R 8 T. 
Proof. Clearly Tc R, X(R) c P(B), and n D i = 0. If a E R and n(a) = 0, then 
g(a) = (1 @ $($a) = (1 @ $(a @ 1 + 1 @a + Xai @ af) = 0, since n(a) = 0, af E T so 
~(a:) = 0 and (1 @ E)(a @ 1) = 0, (E = pn). It remains to show that x : R + P(B) is onto, 
to complete the proof of(i). 
Consider the commutative diagram from Lemma (1.3) : 
h 
A-T@B 
l@n I h01 I 
A@B- T@B@B 
where h is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA (2.2). Let b E P(B), a E A such that h(a) = 1 @I b. Then z(a) = 6, and a E R. 
Proof. Going clockwise around the diagram, we get 
(18 W(a) = (1 @ $)(l @ 6) = 18 b e, I+ 18 18 b. (2.3) 
Let Jla = a @I 1 + 1 @I a + Cai @I a:, where a, are linearly independent. Going counter- 
clockwise, we get 
(h @ l)(l @ ~)$(a) = (h @ I)(1 @ ~)(a 8 1 + 18 a + Xai @ af) 
= (h @ l)(a @ 1 + 1 @ b + Cai 8 n(af)) 
= 18 b 6 1 + 1 @ 1 @ b + & h(aJ @ ~(a:)* 
Comparing (2.3) and (2.4) we get 
T h(UJ @ YC(U~) = 0. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Now, ai are linearly independent, and h is an isomorphism so that h(aJ are linearly indepen- 
dent so that ~(a:) = 0. 
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Now consider the diagram 
* * lo9 
A - ABA --+A@A@A 
# 
I I 
l@l@ii 
JI@l l@l@ii 
ABA- A@A@A- A@A@B 
Since A is co-associative, the diagram is commutative. Going clockwise around we get 
(1 @ 1 @)(l @ VW(a) = (16 s)4+(a) (2.6) 
=(l @ g)(C Ui OU’i + a + 1 + 1 @ U) 
= 7 ai 8 ;(a:) + 1@ g(a)* 
Going counterclockwise, we get 
(10 10 E)(96 l)ll/@) = (2.7) 
(1 @ 1@ E)($ @ l)(F ai @ af + a @ l + l6 a) 
=(181~~)(Cll/(Ui>~Ul+~(U)~1+1~1~~a) 
= 18 1 @I E(u) = 18 1 @ b, 
since n(u;) = 0. 
Comparing (2.6) and (2.7) we get that g(u) = 1 @I b, and since a, are linearly indepen- 
dent, g(u;) = 0 so that a; E T and thus a E R, which proves Lemma (24, 
proof of (i). 
Since A is co-associative, if a E R, then 
(3 8 1)$(U) = @(ai) 8 a: = x”i @ $C”l) = C1 8 7)9(u)s 
completing the 
Since a; E T, which is a Hopf subalgebra of A, $(a;) E T@ T. Hence ~:9(Ui) @I a: E A (8 T@I T, 
so that $(a*) E: A @ T, and thus ui E R. Hence $(a) E i? @ T, which proves (ii). 
COROLLARY (2.8). Let A, B, ?I, T and R be us in Theorem (2.1), and suppose in addition 
that B is primitively generated and that there exists a map of algebras t!I : A --) T with #I O i = 1. 
Then A E T C3 BI us algebras, where B1 is a subalgebra of A generated by elements of R and 
n/B, is an isomorphism of algebras of B, with B. 
Proof. By Lemma (1.4), h = (fl@ n) O $ : A --t T@ B is an isomorphism of algebras. 
Then h-‘(1 @I B) = B, is a subalgebra of A, A g T@ B1 as algebras and z/B, is an iso- 
morphism of algebras. Let {a,} be generators for B,, with h(ui) = bi E P(B), a set of gener- 
ators for B. Then ai c R by Lemma (2.2). 
COROLLARY (2.9). Let A be an associative, co-associative, commutative Hopf algebra 
over Z,, rt : A + B an epimorphism ofHopf algebras, where B is a primitively generated Hopf 
algebra over Z,, and T = T(A, 7~) a Hopf subalgebra of A, R = R(A, x) (as previously), 
/I : A --t T a map of algebras with p O i = 1. Then A z ? A(ai), us algebras, where a, E R. 
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Proof. By Corollary (23, A z T@ Bl where n/B, is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. 
By Lemma (1.6), there are elements bj E P(B) such that B z @I B(bj) as Hopf algebras, 
where B(bj) = subalgebra of B generated by bj. Let aj = h-‘(hjj E Bl. Then Bl = @ A(Uj) 
as algebras, where aj E R by Lemma (2.2). Let T = Q, A(t,) as algebras, using Lemma (1.5) 
I 
since T is an associative, commutative Hopf algebra over Z,, a Hopf subalgebra of A. 
Then A s 0 A(t,) @ A(aj) and t, E T E R, aj E R, so that the Corollary is proved. 
1, i
Remark (2.10). The exact sequence of Theorem (2.1) is natural with respect o homo- 
morphisms of Hopf algebras. That is if Ai, AZ, B,, B, are associative, co-associative Hopf 
algebras and 
Al : B1 
I I 
is a commutative diagram with f, f, x1, rt2, homomorphisms of Hopf algebras, rrl, x2 
onto, R, = R(Al, q), T, = T(A,, z,), (1 = 1,2) then f(T,) E T2, f(R,) c R2 and 
i 
O--+T,----+R,- x’ P(B,)-0 
If i If 112 I7 
O-T,-R, - P(B,) - 0 
is a commutative diagram with exact rows. 
53. GENERALIZED COVERING HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let X and Y be connected topological groups. If f: X-+ Y is a continuous homo- 
morphism of X onto Y and kernel f is a discrete subgroup of X, then f is a covering homo- 
morphism. A discrete, normal subgroup of a connected group is in the center of the group. 
A continuous homomorphism f of X onto Y will be called a generalized covering homo- 
morphism if kernel fE center X. In this section we shall study the homological properties 
of generalized covering homomorphisms of Lie groups, and apply the results of $2 to this 
situation. We will later apply these results to the classical Lie groups. 
Many of the results of this section could be proved in slightly greater generality, (e.g. 
for H-spaces satisfying certain hypotheses), but for the sake of simplicity we shall only deal 
with compact connected Lie groups. 
LEMMA (3.1). Let X and Y be compact, connected Lie groups, f : X+ Y a generalized 
covering homomorphism. Then kernel f is the direct sum of a torus group (S’)& and a finite 
abelian group r. 
This follows easily since kernel f is a compact abelian Lie group. 
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If G is a group, recall that U is a universal space for G if U is total space of a principal G 
bundle, and U is contractible. The base space B of this bundle is called the classifying space 
of G [3]. A homomorphism of groups G + G’ induces maps U + U’, B --f B’ of universal 
spaces and classifying spaces, in a natural way. 
Let G be a compact abelian Lie group, i.e. the sum of a torus group and a finite abelian 
group. If U is a universal space for G, then U x U is a universal space for G x G, and the 
mutliplication G x G --) G, which is a group homomorphism since G is abelian, induces a 
map U x U --, U and B x B + B, where B is the classifying space of G. The projection 
n : U + B commutes with these products on U and B, and the products have unit elements. 
If a group G acts fixed point free on a space X, then G acts on X x U, by a(x, u) 
= (ax, au), and the orbit space (X x U), is the same homotopy type as X,, (the equivalence 
is induced by the projection on the first factor X x U + X). If we identify X, with (X x U), 
under the equivalence, the injection X -+ X x U followed by the map X x U + (X x U), is 
homotopic (using the identification above) to the map of X-* Xc. The projection on the 
second factor X x U + U commutes with action of G, so induces (X x U), + Uo = B 
which is a fibre bundle map, with fibre X. Thus, up to homotopy type, we may consider 
X, as the total space of a fibre bundle with base space B, fibre X. This is all discussed in 
detail in [3]. 
Let f : X + Y be a generalized covering homomorphism, so that Y = X/G, G c center 
of X, X, Y connected topological groups. Then G is abelian so that the universal space U 
and classifying space B of G have products with unit (H-space structures) with rc : U 4 B a 
homomorphism. If we take X x U, etc., as above, then we may consider Y = X/G = Xc 
as a fibre bundle over B with fibre X, and a multiplication may be put on (X x U), (since 
G is abelian 5 center X) such that (X x U), --) B and X --, (X x U), are homomorphisms, 
and the homotopy equivalence (X x U), + Y is a homomorphism (of H-space structures). 
Hence, for all questions involving homotopy type and the homotopy properties of the 
multiplication on Y, we may consider Y as a fibre bundle as above. 
THEOREM (3.2). Let f: X-+ Y be a generalized covering homomorphism of compact, 
connected Lie groups X and Y, and let G = kernel f c X. Let B be the classtfying space of G 
and 71 : Y’+ B be the fibre bundle map, constructed above, Y’ = (X x U), g Y. Consider 
* as a map of H*( Y; 2,) onto image f* E H*(X; 2,) (p a prime), set I = image f *, 
T = T(H*( Y; Z,), f *). Then 
(i) T = image IL* 
(ii) T is a Hopf subalgebra of H*( Y; Z,). 
(iii) R = R(H*( Y; Z,), f *) is closed under action of &, = the mod p Steenrod algebra. 
THEOREM (3.3). With the hypothesis of Theorem (3.2), tfin addition either (1) p > 2 or 
(2) p = 2 and G = Zzn, n odd or (3) p = 2 and H’(X; Zz) = 0, then there is a map of algebras 
j3 : H*( Y; Z,) onto T such that /I 0 i = 1, where i : T + H*( Y; Zr) is the inclusion. 
Proof of Theorem (3.2). Since n : Y’ + B is a homomorphism of H-spaces it follows 
[l l] that the spectral sequence of rr mod p, is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras and 
Ez = H*(X; Zr) @ H*(b; Zr), (tensor product as Hopf algebras). 
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In a differential Hopf algebra A (i.e. a Hopf algebra A with a differential d such that the 
product and diagonal maps of A are maps of differential modules) it is easy to prove the 
following: 
If d(Ai) =0 for i < n, and dx # 0 where XEA,, then x is indecomposable. (3.4) 
If d(Ai) = 0 for i < n, then d(A,) E P(A,+,). (3.5) 
We apply (3.4) and (3.5) to the spectral sequence of Hopf algebras E,, proving by 
induction that E, = Ef*’ @ EF,* as Hopf algebras, r 2 2. Assuming the result true for 
Ej,j < r, (it is true for E2), then the generators of E,_, can be chosen in E,*IO, or EULER, and 
P(E,_,) =P(EF:‘J + P(EF:*J. Hence, by (3.4) and (3.5), the lowest dimensional elements 
x not in the kernel of d,_, are in EFii and d,_,x E P(E:L’~ ), hence x E E,o1’;‘, d,_,x e 
P(Ei7 iv”). It is easy to show that P(E~L’~) in dimensions 2 2, is generated by elements {yq), 
q = p’, f 2 0, for some set of yi E P(E~L’~). 
Since, by Lemma (3.1), G = (s’)k x l?, where I- is a finite abelian group,H*(B; Z,,) 
= A(x,, . . . , d oq_h ... , y,], where dim xi = 1 and dim vj = 2 (unless p = 2, when 
dim yj may be 1 for some generators). It is easy to show by induction, that in Ej,j < r, if 
z = djw E ET,’ then the ideal generated by z in ET*’ is in the image of dj, z generates a poly- 
nomial ring in ET*’ and Ej *r” = Z,[z] 0 A as a module over Z,[z]. It follows that E, = E,*,’ 
0 ET*‘, for all r. . 
Then E, = E2* Q E2’, where E2’ = image 7c* E H*( Y; Z,,), and f * is an isomor- 
phism of Ez* with image f * c H*(X; Z,). It follows immediately that T = image rr*, 
which proves (i). Since rc* is a map of Hopf algebras, T = image rt* is a Hopf subalgebra 
of H*( Y; Z,), which proves (ii). Since n* is a map of modules over the Steenrod algebra 
&,, T = image rc* is closed under the action of &,, hence R is also, which proves (iii), 
concluding the proof of Theorem (3.2). 
Proof of Theorem (3.3). One can apply Lemma (1.5) in the various circumstances listed 
to show that H*( Y; ZJ = TO B as algebras, where B is another subalgebra of H*( Y; Z,,) 
Hence there is a homomorphism p as required. 
COROLLARY (3.6). Under the hypothesis of Theorem (3.3), H*( Y, Z,) is isomorphic as an 
algebra to image f* @ image z*. 
This follows from Theorem (3.3), together with Lemma (1.4). 
$4. THE COHOMOLOGY OF IV(n) 
The center of U(n) the unitary group on complex n-space, is S’, and consists of matrices 
AZ, where Z = the identity, 1 is a complex number with ]A] = 1. The projective unitary group 
PV(n) is the quotient of U(n) by its center. It is isomorphic to PSU(n), the quotient of 
SU(n) by its center, (SU(n) = subgroup of U(n) consisting of matrices of determinant (1). 
The map f: U(n) + PU(n) is a generalized covering homomorphism. In this section 
we will compute the spectral sequence with Z, coefficients of the fibre bundle IL : PV(n)’ 
-+ CP” = classifying space of S’, PU(n)’ z I’ll(n). We also obtain some results on the 
spectral sequence with integer coefficients. 
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Since f: PU(n>’ + CP” is a principal U(n) bundle map, there is a set of primitive 
generators for H*(U(n)) which transgress into the Chern classes of the complex n-plane 
bundle q over CP” associated with this principal bundle. 
The inclusion of the center S’ into U(n) may be factored by Sr + An (S)” ’ - wd, 
where-z&(L) = U, 1 E S’ = complex numbers of modulus 1, I = identity matrix (n x n), 
(Sl), = maximal torus of U(a) = matrices (aij), aii = Izi E S’, aij = 0 for i #j. The homo- 
un morphisms of groups give rise to maps of classifying spaces CP” - (CPrnY 1’ B( U(n)). 
The composition i’A; induces the bundle f that we are concerned with. 
Now i’ : (CPm)n + @U(n)) induces the n-plane bundle pf(rI) @ . . . @ p.*(rr) from the 
canonical n-plane bundle y. over @U(n)), where pi : (CPm)n + CP” is projection on the 
i-th factor and rI is the canonical line bundle over CP”. The Chern class c(ll> = 1 + a, 
where aEH2(CPm). Then c(p:({,) 8 . . . @p,*&)) = (1 + aI)(l + az) .., (1 + LX”) by the 
Whitney Product Theorem, where ai = p:(a). Now A. : S’ + (S’)” is the n-fold diagonal 
map, so that Kb : CP” -+ (CP,)” is also the n-fold diagonal map. Then (k”)*(aJ =a, so 
that c(q) =A”*((1 + a,) . . . (1 + a”)) = (1 + a)“. Hence Ci(tl) = (n - i, i)a’, (where (i,j) 
= the binomial coefficient (i +i)!/(i!j!). This then determines the transgressions of the 
generators in the principal U(n) bundle PU(n)’ over CP”, and this gives us the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM (4.1). Let Zi E H 2i-1 U n)) ( ( be given by zI = o*(ci(y,)), where 8 is the coho- 
mology suspension in the universal bundle over B(U(n)), ( a* is the inverse of transgression). 
Then there are elements sI E H”(PU(n)‘, U(n)) such that 62, = sI and n*((n - i, i)a’) = St, 
(i.e. Zi “transgresses” to (n - i, i)a’ in the spectral sequence of n : PU(n)’ --, CP*). 
Here 6 : H2’-‘(U(n)) + H2’(PU(n)‘, U(n)) is the coboundary from the exact sequence of 
the pair (PU(n)‘, U(n)). 
As a consequence of Theorem (4.1), we get the following result of Bore1 [4]. 
COROLLARY (4.2). Let n =p’n’, where p is prime and p does not divide n’. Then 
H*(PU(n); ZP) = A@,, x2, . . . ,Rp,, . . . , x,) @ZJy]/y”‘., where h denotes omission, dim xi 
= 2i - 1, dim y = 2, and f *(xi) = z; E H2’-‘(U(n); Zp>, z; =j*Zi, j : Z + Z,, and with the 
additional relation that y = Sqlxl = x: ifp = 2 and r = 1. 
Proof. H*( U(n) ; ZJ = A(z,, . . . , z.) (see [3]) so that in the spectral sequence for 
PU(n)’ (modp), E2 = H*(U(n); ZJ @I H*(CPm; ZJ = A(z;, . . . , z:) @Z&l, where u =j*a. 
From Theorem (4.1) it follows that z; transgresses to (n - i, i)u’. But the binomial co- 
efficient (n - i, i) is divisible by p for i I p’, unless i = p’, since n = p’n’. Hence the only 
non-zero differential in the spectral sequence sends zLV to up’. The result now follows. That 
Sq’x, = y if p = 2, r = 1 follows from the fact that H,(PU(n)) = Z,. 
COROLLARY (4.3). Let n = p’, p prime. Let w E H’(PU(n); Z) = Z, be a generator. 
Then the order of wPQ is p’-q and H*(PU(n); z) z A(r2, . . . , c,) @ ZJw] as an algebra in 
dimensions I 2p. 
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Proof. If n = p’, thenp’](n - q, q) for q < p. In the spectral sequence we have dZzi = nu, 
z, E H’(U(n)), a E Hz(CPm), where E2 g H*(U(n)) @I H*(CPW). Then it follows from the 
Kiinneth formula, since E, = A(z,, . . . , ZJ @I A(zJ 8 Z[cx], dZzi = 0, for i > 1, that 
E3 zz A(z2, . . . , z,) @Z,[cr]. Then, since z4 transgresses to the class of (n - q, q)aq in EZq. 
it follows that zq transgresses to zero for q <p, so that E3 = E, for total degrees <2p 
Then dpzp = {(n - p, p)crp}, and it follows that wp = 7c*c@’ has orderp’-’ = (n - p, p) mod p’. 
It remains to show that order wpq = prpq for q > 1. Since, by (4.1), pr-~ap’ is in the 
image of the transgression, and w = z*a it follows that order wpq divides prbq. We must 
check that for any previous coboundary d,,, in the spectral sequence, m c 2pq - 1 we have 
plaPP 6 image d,,, so that the transgression dZp4_1 is the only one which affects the order 
of wp4. Now (p*-j,j) = 0 mod preq+’ for 0 <j <pq, for q 2 1, so that in the 
spectral sequence with Z,,_,+ , as coefficients, E2 = ES for s < 2pq - 1 by (4.1). Hence in 
the spectral sequence with integer coefficients, for all m < 2pq - 1, we have image d,,, 
consists of elements divisible by prmq+‘, so p’-qclp4 $ image d,,,. 
This completes the proof of (4.3). 
Corollaries (4.2) and (4.3) give sufficient information to completely determine the 
Bockstein spectral sequence [6] of PU(n) in cohomology mod p. 
The following will be useful in future calculations: 
COROLLARY (4.4). KerneI f * = ideal generated by y 2 H*(PU(n); Z,), where f: U(n) 
+ PU(n) is the generalized covering homomorphism obtained by taking the quotient by the 
center of U(n). 
This follows from (1.2), (3.2)(i), and the fact that y generates image R*. 
$5. SOME FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS 
In this section we discuss the functional cohomology operation associated with multi- 
plication by an integer. We then apply the results to the projection n : SU(n) -+ SU(n)/lY, 
to get a property of the integral Bockstein operator which we will need later. rl denotes 
the central subgroup of order 1 of W(n). Chain complexes in this section have differentials 
of degree + 1. 
/ a 
LEMMA (5.1). Let 0 --+ A --f B + C + 0 be an exact sequence offree chain complexes over 
the integersz. Let y E H,,,(B) andsuppose g,(y) = 0 andpy = 0. Then thefunctional operation 
(p),y is defined and it is an element of H,_l(C)/pH,_l(C) + g,H,,,_,(B). 
One uses the usual definition [13] of functional operation when one has a map of 
exact sequences (multiplication byp in this case) and an element annihilated by two maps. 
(P and g*). 
/ B 
LEMMA (5.2). Let 0 --+ A + B-C - 0 be an exact sequence of free chain 
complexes. Let x E H,,,_,(B 82,). Zfa, is the Bockstein associated with the exact sequence 
o-z -e,z2zp __t 0, and ifgJ,x = 0 then 
j*((p)g(a,(x))> = g *x mW*g*H&B). 
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Proof ar,x is represented by the chain (l/p)ab, where b E B and jb a chain representing 
x. Since g,Jg = 0, g(l/p)ab) = ac, c = g(b’), since g is onto, so that g(l/p)ab - Lb’) = 0. 
Hence (l/p)ab - ab’ = f(a), and jQu) = ab - pab’ = a(b - pb’), i.e. f*p{a} = 0. Then 
p{a} = a,z, where z is the homology class of the chain g(b - pb’). Then z represents 
(P)&A. But j, z is represented by j(g(b - pb’)) = jg(b) = g(jb) which represents g*(x). 
Hence the equality g,(x) = j,(P),(Q) holds modulo j,(pH,,,_,(C) + g,H,,,_,(B)) 
= j*g,H,_,(B), which completes the proof. 
Note that if py = 0 then y = di,x, so that (p), is defined on a subgroup of image aP, 
i.e. (p& is defined on (image a,) n (kernel g*). 
LEMMA (5.3). (kernel (p),) = a&kernel g*) = a,(imgef*) = kernel (&(p)J. 
Proof. By Lemma (5.2), j&)&8+) = g,x mod j,g,H(B), so that if j.&),ar,.x = 0, 
then g,(x) = g*j&), CI E H(B), and 8,(x - j*u) = 89, since aPj* = 0. Hence if j*@),(a,,x) 
= 0, a+ = Q’, with g,(x’) = 0. Hence (kernel j&&J c_ a,(kernel g*). The opposite 
inclusion follows similarly. Kernel g* = image f* by exactness. Clearly kernel j*(p)e 
2 kernel (p),. However, kernel j* c indeterminacy of (p&, so that kernel j*(p), G kernel 
(p)#, which completes the proof of Lemma (5.3). 
Now we shall prove a lemma about the functional operation (p)# in a topological 
setting. Let n : E--t B be map, n(F) = *(* E B is the base point). Let g : F + E, f : E + (E, F) 
be inclusions. The map n induces a map of pairs it : (E, F) --t (B, *) and since Hk(B, *) 
2 Hk(B) for k 2 1, we shall consider ii* as a map of Hk(B) to Hk(E, F). It is clear that 
f *ji* = II*. 
LEMMA (5.4). Let u E Hq(B, *), w G Hq-‘(F) and suppose pn*(u) = 6~. Then n*(u) 
E Hq(E), g*“*(u) = 0, pr*(u) = 0, and (p&*(u)) = w modpHq-‘(F) + g*Hq-‘(E). 
Proof. Since pz*(u) = ow, pn*(u) = pf *E*(u) = f *(6w) = 0, since f * 0 6 = 0. g*lr*(u) 
= g*f *?I% = 0, since g* 0 f * = 0. Hence (p),(n*u) is defined. By the definition of functional 
operation, (p&(x*(u)) is represented by 6-‘pf *-l(n*u), for any choice of inverses. 
It follows, since f *X* = a*, that 6w = pf *-‘(n*(u)), so that w represents @),(X*(U)) mod 
the indeterminacy of the operation, which concludes the proof. 
THEOREM (5.5). Let n : E -+ B, F c E, n(F) = * E B, and let u E Hq(B, *), w E Hq-‘(F) 
be such that p%*(u) = SW. Suppose further that x E Hq-‘(E; 2,) is an element such that 
g*(x) = j*(w), where j : Z -+ Zt, is reduction mod p, g : F + E is the inclusion and suppose 
Hq-‘(F) has no p-torsion. Then at,x = n*(u) mod a,(kemel g*). 
Proof. By Lemma (5.4), j*(p&(n*(u)) = j, w =g*(x). If a,,.?= n*(u), then by Lemma 
(5.2), g*(x’) = g*(x). Hence x = x’ + y, where y E ker g*. Hence afl = X*(U) + aPy 
where y E ker g*, (compare Lemma (5.3)). 
#a. THE DIAGONAL MAP IN H+(PU(n); Z,) 
In $6 and $7 we calculate the diagonal map in all quotient groups of unitary groups, 
with Z, as coefficients. In $6, we calculate the diagonal map in H*(PU(n); Z,) for n = p’, 
r 2 3, which is the key to the later calculations. This turns out to be easier because of a 
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very close relation of all the generators to each other via the Steenrod algebra, which is only 
true for r 2 3. We use results of $4 and $5 on the Bockstein operator, together with the 
Steenrod algebra, to calculate the unknown coefficients in the general expression for the 
diagonal map, which we got in $2 and $3. 
LEMMA (6.1). Let p be a prime such that pin, and set p’ = Iargest power of p dividing n, 
v # 2. The generators xi E Hz’+’ @‘U(n); Zp> may be chosen so that 
(1) H*(PUO; Z,> = WI , . . . , -$rr, . .. , -4 @~pbl/C_f). 
(2) xi E R(H*(PU(n); Z,,>,f*>, i # p’. 
(3) T = T(H*(PU(n); z&J*) = ~,bllW”). 
(4) f*(xJ = .z; =j&J E Hzi-‘(U(n); Z,), for i #p’. 
If p = 2, the conclusions remain the same, except that y = xf if in addition r = 1. 
Proof. We apply the results of $2 and $3 to the map f: U(n) + PU(n) which is a 
generalized covering homomorphism. Then Corollary (2.8), Theorems (3.2), (3.3) and 
Corollary (4.2) provide the result. 
Since 0 -+ T+ R+P(f*H*(PU(n); Z,,)) + 0 is exact (Theorem (2.1)), and since 
T,,_i = 0, R2,_1 z P(f* Hzi-‘(PU(n); Z,)), and thus R is generated byx,inthisdimension. 
We will employ this set of generators in our calculations. It follows from Theorem (2.1) 
that the diagonal map in H*(PU(n); Z,) has the form: 
i-i 
qxi = izl AjCxj @ y ‘-9, i 2 2, lij E Z,, (6.2) 
$x1 = gy = 0. 
Further, from (3.2, iii), it follows that 
@xi = PdXi+k(p- 1))~ Pki E Zp if P Z 2, (6.3) 
or 
SqZkXi = p(ki(Xi+k), if p = 2. 
Let aP be the integral Bockstein operator associated with the exact sequence 0+ Z -+ Z 
+Z, + 0, SO that a,, : Hq(PU(n); Z,) -+ Hq+‘(PU(n); Z). 
Let p : PU(n) x PU(n) --t PU(n) be multiplication and consider 
+(l xf) :PU(n) x U(n) +PU(n).Thenifa: PU(n) x U(n) -PU(n),y: PU(n) x U(n) + U(n) 
are the projections, then a*, (f, r>*, (p 0 (1 x f))* : H*(PU(n)) + H*(PU(n) x U(n)). Set 
G = (p ,(I x f))* - a*. 
LEMMA (6.4). a,(R) s kernel G. 
Proof. If XE R, then $XE R@ i? With coefficients ZP, G =g - a* + (fO y)* 
= (1 @f*) o $ + r*f*. N ow 1 @f*(R @ T) = 0 since Tc kemelf*, so that Gx = y*f*x if 
x E R. NOW in H*(U(n); Z,), ap E 0, since H*(U(n)) has no torsion. Hence, G(a,(X)) 
= a,G(x) = a,r*f*(x) = r*(a,j’*(x)) = 0 if x E R, so that a,(R) c kernel G. 
LEMMA (6.5). Let C be a differential algebra, free over Z. Let u E H(C), v E H(C @ Z,,), 
j:Z+Z,. Then 
a,((j,(uN .v) = u .(a,v). 
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The lemma is easily proved by choosing chain representatives of u and u. 
LEMMA (6.6). Let n =p’. Then kernel G = W in dimension I 2p, where G : H*(PU(n)) 
--) H*(PU(n) x U(n)), is given by G = (I x f)*p* - a*, and W is the subalgebra generated 
by w E H’(PU(n)). 
Proof. In dimensions I 2p, by (4.3), H*(PU(n)) = A(c2, . . . , [,) @I W, where W = Z,[w], 
with the additional relation that prmlwp = 0. It also follows that f*(ci) = zi for i <p, 
r*<&J = PZp. It is easy to check that G is a homomorphism of left W modules, and it 
follows that W c kernel G. If y = XW’{i E kernel G, where ci are linearly independent 
elements of A(<,, . . . , 5,) dim y < 2p, then G(y) = rwi(ziti), where A : A(12, . . . , [,) 
--f NC,, . . . , i$@ Nz2, . . . , zP) is defined by A[i ==ci Q 1 + 1 @f*(c,) on generators [i, 
and extended to A(c,, . . . , i,) by multiplication, and A = (1 @ p) 0 A, where p : A(z,, . . . , z,) 
--a29 . . . 9 zp), (- denoting the positive dimensional elements). Using the fact that 
H*(PU(n)) = A& . . . ) @I W in these dimensions and that A(z2, . . . , zp) is free over Z, one 
may easily show that y E W. 
LEMMA (6.7). Let n = pr, r > 1. Then apxp = prm2wp. 
Proof. By Lemma (6.4) 8,x, E kernel G. and dim adcp = 2p. Hence apxP = ,%wp by 
Lemma (6.6). By Theorems (5.5) and (4.1), aPxp = (l/p)@, p)wP + a,Q, where Q E kernelf* 
c H*(PU(n); Z,). By Corollary (4.4), 
p-1 
Q = jzl Y'ajv where aj E A(xl, . . . , I+~). 
By Lemma (6.5), since y =j,(w), apb’aj) = wiapuj. But image ap in dimensions <2p 
consists of elements which have factors p’-‘. Since wp has order p’-’ by Corollary (4.3), 
it follows that if i3,Q E W, then a,Q = 0. Hence apxp_l = prm2wP, (note that (pr - p, p)(l/p) 
=P r-2 mod p’). 
LEMMA (6.8). Let n =pr, r > 1. Then Apl = 1. 
Proof. By (6.2), $xp = EApjXj @I yp-‘, and by (6.7), apxp = p’-*wp. By Lemma (6.5), 
p-1 
ap$xP = j& Ap,(apxj) @ wp-j. Since w is primitive, $wp = ,+F=, (1, k)w’ @ wk. It follows 
I,k>O 
that prm2(1, k)w’ = n,,(a,x,), for 1 I 1 I p - 1, (I+ k =p). If I= 1, then 8,x, =prelwl SO 
that A,, = 1 modp. 
If we multiply each xi by a non-zero element of Z,, we get a new set of elements which 
form a basis of R- (the odd dimensional part of R). 
Set xi = clixi, for cq # 0 E Z,. Then it follows easily that 
i-l 
3x; = jzl AtxJ @ y’-’ for Ajj E Z,. 
LEMMA (6.10). Let n = p’, r > 1. Then the constants ai, 1 < i < p may be chosen so that 
A;,, - (q - 1, k - q) for 1 I q c k I p, (~1~ = clp = 1). 
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Proof. We use the co-associativity of $ (i.e. (1 @I $)$ = ($ Q9 l)$). Applying ($ @ 1) 
and (1 @I $) to (6.2) and equating the coefficients of x1, we get 
c lkl(k - 1 - 1,0x, 63 yk-I-’ c3 y’ = Ig<k &,lq,Xl 63 yq-’ @I yk-q 
l<I<k-1 
(6.11) 
so that setting q = k - 1 
Setting k = p, we get 
Ikl(q - 1, k - 4) = AkqAqi. (6.12) 
(q - 1, p - q) = ;ip4Aq1, 1 < q < p so since (q - 1, p - q) # 0 (6.13) 
the Lpq # 0 and Iz,, # 0 modp. 
Hence we may choose ai so that Lbi = (i - 1, p - i). Equations (6.12) and (6.13) 
hold with 1 replaced by I”s so that 
(i - 1, p - i) = Ibilfl, 
so that &, = 1. Using (6.12), we get 
&,(q - 1, k - 4) = Gq&, 
so that cr, and a4 can be chosen to make 
&r = &r = 1 and liq = (q - 1, k - q), 1 5 q < k 5 p. 
In H*(U(n); Z,) the action of the Steenrod algebra is given by [14]: 
@(z;) = (i -j - 1, j)Zi+j(P-r), i > j. (6.14) 
It follows from (6.1(4)) and (6.14) and (6.3) that 
B’(xJ = (i -j - 1, j)Xi+jcp-_l), i>j,i+j(p-l)#pr,i#pr,lIiIn, (6.15) 
or in other words, in (6.3), pji = (i -j - IJ). 
If x1, . . . , xp are multiplied by tlr, . . . , ap, ai E Z,, (x: = aixi), and if we set ai+P_l = ai, 
(6.15) still holds for the xi. 
LEMMA (6.16). Let n =p’, r 2 3. Then A;, = 1 for all k, (in H*(PU(n);Z,)) where a, 
are chosen us in (6.10), for 1 5 i I p, and ai+p_i = ai. 
Proof. Since @xf = (i -j - I,j)xf+j(p_l), if & = 1, then ifs = i +j(p - 1) 
i-l 
S’(lpxf) = @(&Xl @I y’-’ + qgz niqx; @ y’-4) (6.17) 
and 
l-l 
=(i-j-l,j)ll,x,Oy”-‘+Bj C &,x~@Yy’-q 
q=z 
s-1 
(i-j-l,j)$xi= (i -j - 1, j)&x, @ y”-’ + (i -j - 1, j!z2 lLqxi 8 ysmq (6.18) 
Then it follows from (6.17) and (6.18) that 
n:, = &, if @&=(i-j- 1, j)xL and (i -j - 1, j) f 0 mod p. (6.19) 
Now the proof proceeds by induction. Assume that for every j < k, 211 = 1. Then the 
result follows from (6.19) and the following fact about binomial coefficients: 
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LEMMA (6.20). Let Z = the set of integers n such that 2 I n I fl - 1, p prime, r 2 3. 
For any i E Z, there exist j, k E Z, with k < i, such that 
(a) i + m(p - 1) = j, (i - m - 1, m) # 0 modp, and 
(b) k + n(p - 1) = j, (k - n - 1, n) # 0 modp. 
We leave the proof of this lemma to an appendix (see $10). 
We are now in a position to prove a general result. 
PROPOSITION (6.21). Let n = p’, r 2 3, pprime. Then uz, . . . , ap-l E Z, may be chosen so 
that if a, = aI, = 1, ai+p_l = ai, then the generators xi = uixi are related by the diagonal map 
as folio ws : 
i-l 
$xf = jgl(j - 1, i - j)x$Oy’-’ 
(i.e. Aij = (j - 1, i -j)). 
The result follows from Lemma (6.16) and the following lemma. 
LEMMA (6.22). If A;,. = 1 for all k (in H*(PU(n); Z,)), then A;, = (q - 1, k - q), .for all 
q, k. 
Proof. We apply the co-associativity relation (6.12) and the result follows. 
$7. THE DIAGONAL MAP IN H*(PU(n); Z,) (CONTINUED); OTHER QUOTIENTS OF W(n) 
Having computed the diagonal map in H*(PU(n); Z,) for n = pr, r r 3 in $6, we use 
this information to calculate the diagonal map in H*(PU(n); Z,) for all n, and then use that 
information to calculate the diagonal map in the cohomology of any quotient of SU(n) 
by a discrete normal subgroup. 
First we note that if p does not divide n, then PU(n) E SU(n)/Z,, has no p-torsion in its 
homology, so that H*(PU(n); Z,) E H*(SU(n); Z,), and thus is an exterior algebra. Thus 
we may restrict ourselves to the case where p divides n. We shall show that knowing the 
diagonal map in H*(PU(p’); Z,) for all t sufficiently large, determines the diagonal map in 
H*(PU(n); Z& for all n. 
Let m, = nlp’, n, prime to p, and let n2 = pS - nl, so that nlpr + n2p’ = p’, t = s + r, 
and n2 is also prime to p. Let s be large enough so that the diagonal map in H*(PU(p’); Z,,) 
is known (i.e. t 2 3). Then if C = the complex numbers, the inclusions Cm’ + Cm’ x 
Cm2 C’“’ + CT’“’ x C”‘, (mi = nip’) induce homomorphisms gr : U(m,) + U(p’), g2 : U(m,) --f 
U(J’), (ml + m2 = p’, so that Cm’ x Cm2 = C?“). Define f: U(m,) x U(mz) -+ U(p’) by 
f(A, B) = p(g1(,4), g2(B)), where p denotes matrix multiplication in U(p’), A E U(m,), 
BE U(m,). It is easy to see that g1 simply sends an m, x m, matrix A into the 
(ml f mJ x (ml < m,) matrix having A as upper left hand corner, 1 on the remainder of 
the diagonal, 0 elsewhere. Similarly g2 sends B to a matrix with B in the lower right hand 
corner, etc. while f(A, B) is represented by the matrix with blocks A and B down the 
diagonal, 0 elsewhere. 
Let 1 be a complex number of modulus I. Let S’ be the subgroup of U(m,) x U(m,) 
consisting of elements (AZ, AZ). Then S’ E center of U(m,) x U(mJ, and f(S’) = center of 
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U(p’). If we set PU(m,, mJ = U(m,) x U(m,)/S’, then f induces a homomorphism 
f: PU(m,, mJ + PU(p’). The projections wl, oz of U(m,) x U(m,) on the first and second 
factors, similarly send S’ onto the center of U(m,) and U(m,) respectively, so that 
Oi : U(m,) X U(m,) + U(mJ, i = 1,2 
induce homomorphisms 
Gi : PU(m,, mz) -+ PU(mJ. 
Thus get a commutative diagram of homomorphisms of Lie groups: 
U(mi) w‘ 
f 
- U(md x U(md-----+ U(P’) 
I - 
11‘ 
PU(mJ @’ 
I 
n R3 
3 I (7.1) 
- PU(mr, mJ - PWP’) 
for i = 1, 2, where n, 7r1, z~, 7c3 are generalized covering homomorphisms. 
Using the mapf*, we shall relate the diagonal map in H*(PU(m,, m,); 2,) with that in 
H*(PU(p’); Z,) and then use the projections Et to calculate from this the diagonal map in 
H*(PU(mJ; ZJ. 
Set Ti = T(H*(PU(mJ; Z,), q), i = 1, 2, 3 where m3 =p’, and T = T(H*(PU(m,, m,); 
Z,), n), and similarly for Ri, i = 1, 2, 3 and R. Set Pi = P (image n)), P = P (image 9), 
i = 1, 2, 3, (see $2 for definitions). 
By Proposition (6.21), we may choose a basis y, , . . , ymml, x1, . . . , x,_~, for R3( dim xi 
=2i_l,dimy=2)suchthat 
k-l 
$xk= i&(i-l,k-i)xi@yk-i for k>2, (7.2) 
$X1 = $y = 0, and g’xk = (k - i - 1, i)Xk+qp_lp 
(we have dropped the primes for convenience), and H*(PU(m) ; Z& = ZJy]/v) @I A(x,, . . . , 
x,-r). The elements n:(xi), i = 1, . . . , m - 1 form a basis of P,, and gf(n:(xi)), i = 1, . . . , mj, 
are bases of P(H*(U(mj); Z,,),j = 1, 2. Subsets of these bases are bases for Pj, j = 1,2, and 
we may choose bases for Rj, j = 1, 2, jx1, jxz, . . . , jx,, yj, . . . , yjM1, (k = p’) such that 
7Tr(jXi) = gr(?Tf (Xi)). (7.3) 
Note that since Tj = Z,IyjJ/(y;), j = 1, 2 by the results of $3 and $4, this choice of basis is 
unique once the basis of R, is chosen, since dim xi is odd, Tj = 0 in odd dimensions and 
0 + Tj + Rj + Pi + 0 is exact by Theorem (2.1). The elements yj are the images of the 
generator of H*(CP* ; Z,) under the appropriate maps (see $4). 
By remark (2.10) the diagram 
I x1 
0 - Ti - Ri - Pi - 0 
3 or a: I I 3’ or cc: 
O-T-R 
I f’ or co: 
It’ 1 
-P-O 
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is commutative, with exact rows, the vertical maps being C$’ (etc.) if i = 1, 2, p (etc.), 
if i = 3. Since T and Ti = 0 in odd dimensions, in odd dimensions we get 
l 
=1 
O-Ri----tPi-0 
I I n’ 
0 _-.+R-P-0. (7.4) 
If i = 3, we recall that f= p 0 (gi, g2) 0 ( ol, 02) so that f * = <co: 631 co:) o (g: @I gf) o p*. 
Hence, if x E P(H*( U(m); Z,)), then f *(x) = o:g T(x) + &g:(x). Hence, 
f*(nZ(xi)) = OTST(nZ(xi>> + OZgZ(n:(xi)) (7.5) 
= OT7t:(iXJ + O:X:(,Xi) 
by (7.3). Set jci = .ni*(jXi),i = 132, Zi = n:(Xi), jzi = Oi*j5i,j = I, 2, SO that (7.5) becomes 
f*(ZJ = 1Zi + ZZi- (7.5’) 
One may calculate the spectral sequence of the fibering of PU(m,, mz) over CP” by 
methods of @l and reducing modp, we find there is only one non-zero differential, dzk. It 
follows that d&z& = &wk, d2k(2zk) = &wk, 6,, Sz eZP, k =pr, w generates H’(CP”O; Z,) 
= E,f*O in the spectral sequence. (Recall that the elements jzi are some multiples of the 
Candd generators of H*(U(m,) x u(m,) ; z,)). Since izk + zZk = f *zk = f *(nsxk) 
= n*(f*xk), lzk + 2zk E image ?t *, hence is annihilated by d2k in the spectral sequence above, 
i.e. 6, + 6, = 0. Then, it follows easily by an argument with the spectral sequence that 
H*(PU(ml, m2); zp> = zp[jl/(jk) @ &~l9 . . . , Itk? . . . , I&?!l) 
(7.6) 
@ A(Zil, *. . , Z%k, . . . > di,,) 8 A(ck) 
where dim p = 2, rt*(icj) = izj, rt*(<,J = lzk + 2zk, (where it is understood that jj = it;: = ,[T 
ifp = 2 and k = 2), and jj E T, il;i, ck E R. Note that since (oi, s;jJ is a map of generalized 
covering homomorphisms with group S’, it follows that C$JJ~ = 7. Since i~j = o:n*(,xj) 
and z*(Jj) = izj, and since e$rc~ = x*0* by (7.1), we have that 
71*(irj) = n*?$(i~j), and Xi, Gr(iXj) E R. 
The dimensions of these elements are odd, so that by (7.4), i[/ = Sir(iXj) E R, j # k. Simi- 
larly CR = G&xk), i = 1, 2. From Theorem (2.l(ii)), it follows that 
(7.7) 
so that, since Gi is a homomsorphism of groups, 
j-l 
TLj = ,& iljl iii 8 Yj-*, j # k. (7.8) 
By (7.5) or (7.5’), f*rcS(xi) = izi + 2zi, and f *nz = n*p by (7.1). Hence rc*(f*(xi)) 
rC*(l[i + 25i) if i # k and n*(fi*(&)) = rc*([,), by (7.6). Againf*(x,), j[i E R and are odd 
&nensional so that by (7.4). 
f*(xi) = l[i + 2[i for i Z k, 
f*@k) = ik- (7.9) 
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Since fis a homomorphism of groups, from (7.2) it follows applyingf* that 
j-l 
$(lCj + 2ij) = ,zl (I - l,j - Nl1l + 2tI) @ Jj-’ 
if j < k, or j-krk. 
j-l 
ifj> k andj - k <k. 
(7.10) 
(Note that (f,f) being a map of generalized covering homomorphisms with group S’, 
f’*(y) = f, f*(y”) = 0 if q 2 k.) Combining (7.7), (7.8) and (7.10) we deduce that 
ilj, = (I - 1, j - I), for 1 I Z <j, Z # k. 
(Note that it follows from this argument hat (k - 1, j - k) z 0 mod p if k = pr, k <j < 2k.) 
Hence we get the theorem: 
THEOREM (7.11). In H*(PU(np’) ; ZJ, r I I, the diagonal map is given by the formula 
for the appropriate choice of generators xl. 
As we have remarked earlier Z’U(n) is the quotient of U(n) by its center, and is isomorphic 
to the quotient of SU(n) by its center. We shall now use the information we have obtained 
about PU(n) to study quotients of XJ(n) by subgroups of its center. 
First we note that the center of W(n) is a cyclic group with n elements, I ,, and therefore 
has cyclic subgroups II, corresponding to each integer I dividing n. 
MAIN THEOREM I (7.12). Let Tr be a subgroup of the center r. of SU(n), and let p be a 
prime dividing 1. Let n = p’n’, I = p”l’, where n’ andl’ are not divisible by p. Set G = SU(n)/r,. 
Zf p # 2, or p = 2 and s > 1, then there existg enerators Zi E HZ’-‘(G; Z&l < i I n, i #p’ 
and y E H’(G; Z,) such that: 
(i) As an algebra 
H*(G; Z,) = Z,Cyll(y”? 0 Nz,, .., , &, . . . , z,). 
i-l 
(ii) $21 = brszl @ y’-’ + 1 (j - 1, i - j)zj @I y’-j 
f j=2 
(where a,, = 1 ifr = s, 6,, = 0 iyr # s), for i 2 2, $z, = 0, iJy = 0. 
(iii) 92, = (k, i - k - l)Zi+k(p-_l), 
(where @ is the Steenrod reduced power ifp # 2, while ifp = 2, Bk = Sq’“), and &z, = y@, 
where q = p’-‘. 
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If p = 2 and s = 1, then we must modifv the above by: 
(i’) In (i), y = 2:. 
(ii’) = (ii), 
(iii’) = (iii). 
(iv) In addition we have that SqZk+‘zi =0 unless k=O, r22, i=2’-‘=q, and 
Wzq = yq = 2:" = q. 
Proof. In case n = I, we have already proved this, where in that case G = PU(n). If 
1~ n, then by dividing out the larger subgroup I,, which contains II, we get a covering 
homomorphismf: G -+ PU(n>. The kernelf= I-,/r, = I?,,r. Ifs = r, then f * is an isomor- 
phism of H*(PU(n); ZJ and H*(G; Z,,), so that the theorem holds. So we may assume 
s < r. 
In case s < r, we shall show that f * : H*(PU(n); Z,) --f H*(G; Z,) is a monomorphism 
on the subalgebra Z,[ y]/( y3 8 A(z,, . . . , f,,, . . . , z.), and f *(zl) = 0, from which the result 
now follows, from our knowledge of H*(PU(n); Z,). 
Now n,(G) = Z,, I = ~“1’ and nl(PU(n)> = Z,,, n = p’n’, s < r, and it follows easily that 
f* : z,(G) --) nl(PU(n)) is given by sending the generator of Zr into n/l times the generator 
of Z,. Since x1(G) 0 Z, = H,(G; Z,), nl(PU(n)) 0 Zp = H,(PU(n); Z,), it follows that 
f* : H,(G; ZJ -+ f4W-Tn); Z,) is zero, and thus f * : H’(PU(n); Z,) + H’(G; Z,) is zero, 
or that f *(zl) = 0. 
Now let us consider the spectral sequence in cohomology modp of the fibre bundle 
discussed in $3, i.e. n : PU(n) -+ K(Z,, 1) is the bundle map, q = n/Z, G the fibre, the in- 
clusion is f: G + PU(n), (where we have actually replaced PU(n) by a homotopically 
equivalent space to do this). This is the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence of the covering. 
Let x1 be a generator of H’(G; Z,). Since f * = 0 in dimension 1, it follows that x1 
must have a non-zero boundary in the spectral sequence, (considering H*(G; Z,) as con- 
tained in E2 = H*(G; Z& @I H*(K(Z,, 1); Z,).) Hence d2xI =c2, a generator of H’(K(Z,, 1); 
ZJ Now H*(@Z,, 1); Z,) = A(L) 0 Z,,Kzl ( w h ere c2 =t;: if q = 2) and H*(G; Z,) 
= A(xJ @ A as algebras, where again XI # 0 E A if p = 2 and s = 1, where A is a subalgebra 
of H*(G; Z,). Hence, E3 = A 0 A(ll), and since there are no elements of filtration > 1 
left in E3, it follows that E, = E, and A = image f * E H*(G; Z,). Then it follows that f * 
is a monomorphism on ZJy]/(vpI) 0 A(z,, . . . ,2,, . . . , z,,) and (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from 
the properties of H*(PU(n) ; Z,). 
In PU(n), if w E H’(PU(n); Z), then order wk = (n - k, k) by (4.3). If n = p’n’, p J’ n’, 
then y =&(a~), where j : Z + Z, is reduction mod p and a E Z, p ,t’ a. It follows that 
y4 (q = p’-‘) is the reduction modp of an integral class of order p, since w4 has order pm’, 
p X m’. Hence yq = &a, a E Hq-‘(PU(n); Z,). 
It is not hard to check that &zi = 0 for i < q, and jI1y = 0. Since & is a derivation, it 
follows that & applied to a decomposable lement of dimension 2q - 1 is zero, so that it 
follows that j&z, = yq in H*(PU(n) ; Z,). 
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But the fact that &z, = JJ’J in G = W(n)/r,, 1/n, follows from the fact that 
f * : H*(PU(n); 2,) -+ H*(G; 2,) is a monomorphism on a subalgebra containing y and 
z4 if q > 1. If q = 1, then r = 1, i.e. n = pn’, and if IIn and pjl, then f * is an isomorphism. 
Hence (iv) follows, which completes the proof of Theorem (7.12). 
Remark (7.13). It follows from classification that the only compact simple Lie groups 
which have odd torsion in their homology are the groups SU(n)/lY,, and the exceptional 
groups F4, E6, E7, and Es. It follows then from Theorem (7.12) and the work of Araki [2] 
on the exceptional groups that: 
If a simpIe Lie group G has p torsion in its homology, p odd, then H,(G; 2,) is not 
commutative (except possibly for G = Es, p = 5). 
$8. QUOTIENTS OF OTHER CLASSICAL GROUPS 
In this section we will consider the other classical simple groups, SO(n) and Sp(n). 
The center of SO(n) is zero if n is odd, cyclic of order 2 if n is even, while the center of Sp(n) 
is cyclic of order 2. In each non-trivial case the center consists of the elements 11 where 
Z = identity matrix, 1= A 1. The quotients of the groups by their centers will be denoted 
by PO(n) and PSp(n) respectively. 
Many arguments of this section are very similar to those of preceding sections. These, 
we will only indicate briefly, without detail. 
We denote by V(hi,, . . . , hit) the commutative, associative algebra over 2, such that 
(i) the monomials (hil)E1 . . . (hil)Ef, ci = 0 or 1, form an additive basis for V(hil, . . . , hi,), 
(dim hi, = iJ and 
(ii) (hi,)” = hzi, if 2il = ik for some k, 1 < k 5 t, and (hi,)’ = 0 otherwise. 
Then H*(SO(n) ; Z,) = V(h,, . . . , h,_,) where the elements hi are primitive, and Sqihj 
= (i -j,j)hi+j. Further if wi E Hi(BsoC,) ; Z,) is the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class, then 
~*(Wi+l) = hi, i > 0. For n even, the center of SO(n) is Jr,1 = ) 1, and the center is con- 
tained in the 2-group consisting of matrices with diagonal entries + 1, zero off the diagonal, 
which is contained in O(n). 
Now the SO(n) fibering of PO(n) over RP” (compare $4) is induced as follows 
(analogous to unitary case): 
A Take Z? + (Z,)” i + O(n), A = diagonal map, which leads to maps of classifying 
spaces 
RP”O - A’ (RPrn)ni’B o(n), 
which induces an O(n) bundle over RP”. The group of this bundle may be reduced to 
SO(n), and this is the fibering of PO(n), (actually not of PO(n), but a homotopically equiva- 
lent space, as in $3). 
By a similar argument o $4 using the Stiefel-Whitney classes instead of Chern classes, 
we may deduce that Wi(rt) = (n - ’ ‘) I, I d, where q is the associated n-plane bundle over 
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RP”, a E H'(RPm ; 2,) is a generator. Since the hi E @(SO(n) ; Z,) are universally trans- 
gressive and b*(wi+r) = hi, hi transgresses in the spectral sequence of the fibration of 
PO(n) to wi+r(q). This determines the spectral sequence (with Z, coefficients) completely. 
Hence we get: 
LEMMA (8.1). H*(PO(n); Z,) = (Z,[v]/d) 63 V(uI, . . . , fl,_,, . . . , u._~), dim u = 1, where 
I = 2’ is the largest power of 2 dividing n, (h denotes omission), and I* = hi, n*(uB) = 0 
where II : SO(n) + PO(n) is the covering map. 
It then follows from results of $2 and $3 (Theorems (3.2), (3.3) and Corollary (2.8)) 
applied to the covering map SO(n) --f PO(n) that: 
LEMMA (8.2). If $ is the reduced diagonal map in H*(PO(n); Z,), then i& = 
i-l i-l 
&lijUj@V’-j+ jTl VijVj@V i-j where lij, Vii E Z2. Further SqkUi = (i - k, k)Ui+k + /AikVi+k, 
&k EZZ* 
Here v, ui are the generators atisfying Lemma (8.1), which can be chosen to satisfy 
these conditions, using the fact that (with the notation of §2), T = Z,[o]/v’. 
Now let us consider the inclusion map f: W(m) + SO(2m). Then H*(SU(m); ZJ 
= A(x,, . . . , xZ,,,-~), dim xi = i, and f*(h,,+,) = Xzi+l, f *(h,i) = 0. Here ~2i-l is the 
reduction mod 2 of the suspension of the i-th Chern class ci (see $4), and the properties of 
f * follow from a calculation of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the canonical complex m-plane 
bundle over B(SU(m)). Now if m is even, f sends Tz = {&Z} a central subgroup of W(m) 
into the center of SO(2m), so thatfinduces a homomorphismf: SU(m)/T, + PO(2m). We 
have a commutative diagram: 
f 
SLJ(m) - SO(2m) 
x’ 
I I 
+ 
1 
SI%)/I, - PO(2m) 
According to Theorem (7.12) H*(SU(m)/T2; ZJ = Z,[Z,]/(Z:~) @ A(+ . . . , &r, . . . , z,,,) 
where q = 2’ is the largest power of 2 which divides m, (m is even) (dim zi = 2i - 1. Then 
S*(v) = z1, and it follows that J=*(Uzi-r) = zi + a2i-1z:i-1, $*(u,J = agizii. NOW if 
al, . . . , aZm_ 1 E Z, is any set such that tlai = ai, then the elements v, u1 + alv, . . . , Ui + aid, . . . 
are a set of generators for H*(PO(n); Z,) satisfying Lemmas (8.1) and (8.2). Then by the 
appropriate choice of ai we may change the generators of H*(PO(n); Z,) so that (denoting 
them by u;>/*(u;~_~ ) = Zi,/*(r&) = O,I*(&) = 0. Th en rom the relation (Theorem (7.12)) f 
i-l 
~Zj = arsZl ~ V2i-2 + C (j - 1, i - j)zj @ u2(i-i), 
j=2 
we deduce by choosing ai appropriately: 
LEMMA (8.3). If n is divisible by 4, then there exists a set of generators satisfying (8.1) 
and (8.2) Nth ltj = (i - j,j), ~ij I: 0, when i and jare both odd and 23, and so that uur = 0 
oriZq-lork>l,y,=l. 
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As in the proof for the unitary case we now bring the Steenrod algebra in. 
LEMMA (8.4). Let v, U1, . . . , bea set of generators for H*(PO(n); 2,) satisfying (8.1)-(8.3). 
Iffor some k, Aki = (k - i, i), for all i, and if Sq’U, = U,,j, then R~k+j),i = (k + j - i, i), for 
all i. 
This may be deduced from the Cartan formula and the identity among binomial co- 
efficients that 
C(k - s, s)(s - t, t)(k - s - j + t, j - t) = (k + j - 1, I)(k - j, j) 
where the summation is taken over pairs (.s, t) such that 1 I s I k - 1, 1 I t I j, and 
s + t = 1. This equality holds mod 2 for I, such that 1 < I I k + j - 1. 
This identity can be proved as follows: Since the infinite dimensional real projective 
space P” is an H-space, H*(P”O; Z,) is a Hopf algebra. Denote the diagonal map of this 
Hopf algebra by II/ and the generator of H1(Pm; Z,) by v. Then Sqj$vk = $Sq&“. 
$S,juk = $((k - j, j)u”‘j) = 1 (k - j, j)(k + j - I, I)v’ @I vk+j-’ 
I 
Sq’$vk = c Sq’ @ Sq’-’ c (k - s, $19 @ vk-s 
t s 
=p - s, s)(s - t, t)(k - s - j + t, j - t)uS+’ @ ukps+jVt 
The identity is now obtained by equating the coefficient of v’ @ vk+j-’ in the two expressions. 
From another identity among binomial coefficients mod 2 we get: 
LEMMA (8.5). In the algebra Z,[v]/(u”) @ V(U1, . . . , f2q_l, . . . , u,-~), the diagonaZ map 
i-l 
$Ui = ,zl (i -j, j)Uj Q Vi-j is co-associative. 
mtoPoSInoN (8.6). There exist generators v, ul, . . . , u”-~ in H*(PO(n) ; Z,), for n = 2’, 
i-l 
r 2 3 such that H*(PO(n); Z,) = Z,[v]/(v”) @ V(U1, . . . , u,__~), GUI = c (i - k, k)Uk @z?-~, 
k=l 
iz) _y = $241 = 0, SqkUi = (i - k, k)Ui+k, for k > 1 or i #q - 1, SqlUq_l = Uq + vq, 
r . 
Proof. Using (8.1) to (8.3), we may find generators v, u,, . . . , u.-~ with all the con- 
i-l 
ditions satisfied except that GUI = c lijuj @ ui-j, and aij = (i -j, j) for i and j both odd 
j=l 
and 23. We would like to show that Aij = (i - j,j) for all i, j. 
First we note that ul, u2, uq, . . . , ZQ.-~, are primitive, since uzi = uf. Hence Aqi = 
(4 - i,i)=Oifq=2’, 1 _<ilq-1. 
If k is not a power of 2, let 2’ be the largest power of 2 such that 2’ - 1 5 k, and set 
j = k - 2’ + 1. Then SqiUz,_l = u,, since (2’ - 1 -j, j) # 0 for 0 5 j I 2’ - 1. Hence by 
Lemma (8.4) it will suffice to show that I, = (q -j, j) for q = 2’ - 1, 1 _< j 5 q - 1, for all 1. 
Now for q = 2’ - 
q-1 
1, (q - j, j) = 1 (mod 2), so that we must show that iJuq = kg’ u, @xJ~-~:, 
for q = 2’ - 1. 
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Now i&i, =CAqkuk @I fFk, and Aqk = (q - k, k) = 1 for k odd, 2 3, by (8.3). Now, for 
q=2’- 1, Sqlu, = uq+l, or =u*+r + uq+r if I = r, which are primitive. 
Hence ijSq’u, = Sq’(x.n uk @ vq- k, 
= (Sq’ @ 1 : 1 @ Sq’)(~~,,u, @ 6’) 
= xAqkSqluk @ vq-” + xAq$k @ Sqlvq-k. 
%ICe sqluk = uk+l if k is odd, 
Sq’uk = 0 if k is even, 
Sq’v’ = v’+l if I is odd, 
Sq’v’ = 0 if I is even, 
it follows that 
$Sq’u, = c &,kUk+ 1 @ uq-k 
kodd 
+ 2 Aqkt(k@Vq-k+l 
k even 
and this is zero since Sq’u, is primitive. Hence .$k = ,lqq,k+l for k odd. Then Aqk = 1 for k 
odd, 1 3, so that lqk = 1 for k 2 3. It remains to prove that Lql = 1, (lqt = lqi by above). 
Set A, = lql = Jq2, where q = 2’ - 1. We shall show by induction on I that I, = 1. 
We start with the case I = 2. If & = 0, then u3 is primitive, so that ug = Sq2u, is 
primitive (here we use n > 5). But this contradicts (8.3) so that it follows that 1, = 1. 
Assume by induction that I,’ = 1 for 2 I 1’ < 1. Then by (8.4), &j = (k -j,j) for 
q-1 
l<k<2’- l,forallj. SetA=Cui@v‘i-‘,q=2’- 1. Then it follows from (8.5), that 
f=l 
($ G?J 1)A = (1 @ $)A. Hence ($ ~$9 l)(A + $uq) = (1 @ $)(A + $u,), that is, we have 
($ @ l)(M) = (1 @i&M), where M = (1 + J,)(u, @ vqel + u2 @ vqV2). Since u, and uz 
are primitive $ul = $u, = 0 so that( $ @ l)(M) = 0. Then (1 @I $)(M) = (1 + I,)(u, @ @q-1 
+ u, @ $vq-‘), and u, @ $vq-r u2 @I 1&9-” are linearly independent, since $vqel and 
$vq-’ are non-zero. Hence 1 + I, = 0 and 1, = 1, which completes the proof of Proposition 
(8.6). 
Now we may prove the main theorem about SO(n). 
MAIN THEOREM II (8.7). Let n be even, q = 2’ the largest power of 2 dividing n. Then in 
H*(PO(n) ; 2,) we may jind generators v, ui, . . . , Qq_l, . . . , u._~, dim v = I, dim ui = i, such 
that 
(i) As an algebra 
H*(PO(n); Z,) = Z,[u]/v’ @ V(u,, . . . , f2q_l, . . . , U.-J. 
k-l 
(ii) $uk & (k - i, i)ui 8 ukmi, k 1 2. 
(iii) SHUN = (k -j,jbk+ j except when r 2 3, j= 1, k=2’-‘- 1 in which case 
Sq’u,,,_, = u,,, + v”‘, where m = 2’-‘, r 2 3. 
The proof proceeds in exactly the same way as the proof in 47 of Theorem (7.11). 
Proposition (8.6) gives the result for n = 2’, r 1 3. We reduce the general case to this by 
means of an auxiliary group as in 97. We consider SO(n,) x SO(n2) where nl, n2 are even 
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and n, + n2 = 2’, r 2 3. We may inject this group into SO(T), and the 2, subgroup of it 
consisting of &(identity) goes into the center of SO(2’). Also projecting on either factor 
sends this 2, subgroup onto center of SO(q) and that of SO(Q). Thus we may make 
similar arguments to those in $7 to obtain the result. 
Remark (8.8). If n = 2m, m odd, then it follows that u2 is the reduction of an integral 
class x of order 4, but x2 is of order 2, since Sq’u, = u, = ~2’. In this case H*(PO(n)) has 
Ctorsion, 2-torsion, and no other torsion. If n is divisible by 4, then H*(PO(n)) has only 
2-torsion. 
Next we turn our attention to the symplectic group. 
MAIN THEOREM III (8.9). Let n be a positive integer, q = 2’ the largest power of 2 dividing 
n. Then in H*(PSp(n) ; Z,) there are generators v, bl, b,, . . . , 6,,_ 1, . . . , b,, _ I, dim v = I 
dim bi = i, such that 
(i) As an algebra 
H*(PSp(n); Z,) = Z,Cvl/(~“‘) 63~ A@,, . . . , b4q-l, . . . , b4n-lb 
k-l 
(ii) @4k+s = 
izl tk - 
i, i)b4i+3 ~ V4k-4i for k 2 2, $b7 = b3 6 v4, $bS = 0 
(iii) Sq4jb4k+3 = (k -jpj)b4k+4j+3 
Sqi(b4k+3) = 0 if j $6 0 mod 4 
unless r 2 1, j= 1 and 4k + 3 = 2q - 1, in which case Sqlulq_l = vzq, ifr 1 1. 
Proof. We consider the inclusion f: Sp(n) + SU(2n), which sends the center of Sp(n) 
onto a central subgroup I2 of SU(2n). Hence we get a homomorphism 
f : PSp(n) - SU(2n)/T,. 
It is well known that f * is an epimorphism of H*(SU(2n)) onto H*(Sp(n)). The result may 
then be easily deduced from Theorem (7.12). 
Remark (8.10). H*(PSp(n)) has only 2-torsion. 
99. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
We now apply our results to get some miscellaneous results about Lie groups, and 
results on immersion of real projective spaces P” in Euclidean space. 
By showing that the so-called “semi-spin” groups are not in general the same homotopy 
type as the special orthogonal groups, we prove (using classification) that two compact 
connected simple Lie groups of the same homotopy type are isomorphic (this is false for 
non-compact or non-simple groups). We also give examples of homeomorphic Lie groups 
with different Pontrjagin rings. Finally we show how to apply our results to computing the 
number of vector fields on a real projective space. This latter result is weaker than the 
results of Adams [l] for global vector fields, but our results apply to vector fields over 
skeletons. As a result we may apply them to obtain immersion results for P”. We show that 
if n = 2’ + 3, r 2 3, then P” and PnT1 are not immersible in RZnv7 which shows that the 
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immersion of Mahowald [9] and Sanderson [12] of P” in RZnm6 is best possible for P” and 
P”-I. (Following Sanderson [12], this shows that the embeddings he constructs for quater- 
nionic projective space QP’ in R4k- 3 are best possible immersions for QPk, if k = 2q, q 2 1). 
We recall that if n is divisible by 4, then the center of Spin(n) is Zz + Z,. Thus there 
are three central subgroups of order 2. Two of these yield the same quotient group. The 
two possible quotient groups are SO(n) and Semi-spin(n) (which is the one which occurs 
twice), [5]. Denote Semi-spin(n) by Ss(n). 
THEOREM (9.1). Let n be an integer divisible by 4 and n > 8. Then SO(n) and Ss(n) are of 
deferent homotopy type. 
Proof. We shall show that H*(SO(n); Z,) and H*(Ss(n); Z,) are not isomorphic, as 
algebras over the Steenrod algebra. 
Let q = 2’ be the largest power of 2 dividing n, and t = 2” be such that 2’-’ c n I 2”. 
As was seen in Theorem (8.7), 
H*(PO(n); Z,) = Z,[u]/(v’) 8 V((ur, .. . , f2q_l, . . . , u.-~). 
Since Ss(n) is a twofold covering group of PO(n) (as is SO(n)), one can deduce from [7], that 
H*(Ss(n) ; Z,) = Z&1/( fig) @ V(w,, . . . , ti;, . . . , fig-r, . . . , x,-r) 
where X*(V) = ij, n*(+) = 0 (note that wzl are omitted for every i), n*(&) = wk k # 2’ 
From Theorem (8.7), Sq’ak = (k -j,j)uk+ j except hat Sq’u,_ 1 = u, + urn, where m = 2r-l 
r 2 3. Hence, in H*(Ss(n); Z,), Sqj(wk) = (k -j,j)Wk+j, when k, k +j are not powers of 2, 
and Sq’w,,,_, = ii”, m = 2’- ‘, Sqj(wk) = 0 if k + j is a power of 2 different from m. 
If n is not a power of 2, then 2’ = q < n < t = 2”. In H*(SO(n) ; Z,) the one dimensional 
element has height t, while in H*(Ss(n) ; Z,) ii has height q, q # t. Hence, if n is not a power 
of 2, H*(SO(n) ; Z,) and H*(Ss(n) ; Z,) are not isomorphic as algebras. 
In case n = 2” = t, then H*(SO(n); Z,) E H*(Ss(n); Z,) as algebras, but we shall show 
that the Steenrod operations behave differently. There exists a map f: P”-l+ SO(n) such 
that f *(hi) = ai, where u E H'(P"-' ; Z,) is a generator, H*(SO(n); Z,) = V(h,, . . . , h,_,) 
[14]. Hence, there exists a map of algebras over the Steenrod algebra of H*(SO(n); Z,) 
onto Z,[a]/[a”]. We shall show that such a map cannot exist for Ss(n), ifs > 3, n = 2”. 
Now 
Sq’(w,_ 1) = ii”, 
f%2hl-2) = 0, ~q3hn-1) = w,+2, 
and Sq4(w,_,) = w,,,+~, (m = 2’-l, n = 27. 
(9.2) 
Let us suppose that g : H*(Ss(n) ; Z,) --) Z,[a]/( a “) is a map of algebras over the Steenrod 
algebra. If g is onto then g(E) = u. Since Sq’(am-‘) = am and g(Cm) = am, it follows from 
(9.2) that g(w,_,) = am-‘. Since Sq3(am-‘) = a”+‘, it follows that g(w,+2) = am+2. Since 
Sq2(w,,,_J = 0, and Sq2(am-2) = am, theng(w m-2) = 0. Henceg(Sq4(w,,,-2)) = g&,+2) = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Hence no such g : H*(Ss(n); Z,) + Z,[a]/(a”) is onto, and hence 
H*(Ss(n); Z,) is not isomorphic over the Steenrod algebra to H*(SO(n); Z,), so that SO(n) 
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and S&r) are of different homotopy type, if r > 3. Note that for Sq4(w,,,_,) = w,,,+~, we 
must have m - 2 2 4, or m 2 6, so that n = 2m > 8. 
The groups Ss(4) and Ss(8) are isomorphic to SO(4) and SO(8). Then using classification, 
and the results of Bore1 [4] one may deduce the following theorem from the cohomology 
structure of the simple Lie groups. 
THEOREM (9.3). If G1, G, are compact connected simple Lie groups, then G, and G2 
have the same homotopy type as topological spaces if and only if G1 and G2 are isomorphic 
as Lie groups. 
If the word “simple” is deleted in the above theorem, it is false, as the examples SO(4) 
and SO(3) x SU(2) show. In fact we shall give examples of compact semi-simple Lie groups 
which are homeomorphic but have different Pontrjagin (homology) rings, or in other words, 
different diagonal maps in cohomology, so that in particular they are not isomorphic. 
Let G1 = PU(f) x SU(p’), and let G2 = (SU(p’) x SU@‘))/r,, where T,is the diagonal 
cyclic subgroup of the center of order pr. Using the projections on each factor of SU(‘p’) 
x SU(p’), we get induced Lie group homomorphisms of G, onto PU(f), and using these, 
it is easy to show that there are no primitive elements in H5(G2 ; Z,>. However, H5(G1 ; Z,) 
has primitive elements, i.e. the image of P(@‘(SU(p’); Z,>) under the projection. Hence 
the diagonal maps in H*(G, ; 2,) and H*(G2; Z,,) are different. It follows easily that the 
Pontrjagin rings H,(G, ; ZJ and H,(G?; Z,) are not isomorphic. 
To show that Gr is homeomorphic (diffeomorphic) to GZ, we merely note that the 
map h(x, y) = (x, xy) is a homeomorphism (diffeomorphism) of SU(6) x SU(p’) onto itself 
commuting with the action of rpr, and hence induces a homeomorphism (diffeomorphism) 
of the quotients, G, and G2. Hence we have proved: 
THEOREM (9.4). There exist compact Lie groups which are homeomorphic which have 
non-isomorphic Pontrjagin (homology) rings. 
Now we consider the problem of vector fields on real projective n-space P”. 
THEOREM (9.5). Let r be a positive integer, r 2 4, n = 2’ - 1. Then P” does not admit 
2’-’ + 1 linearly independent vectorflelds on its 2’-’ + 2 skeleton, i.e. on Pk c P”, k = 2’-l 
Proof. The bundle of 2’ - 2 frames over S” and P” have total spaces SO(T) and 
PO(2’) respectively, while the bundles of 2’-’ + 1 frames over each have total spaces 
and 
V 2’,2,_ 1+ 2 = so(27/so(2’- l - 2) 
x = Pso(23/so(2’- l - 2) 
respectively, and V2r,2r_l +2 is a 2-fold covering of X. We have that SO(2’-r - 2) is totally 
non-homologous to zero mod 2 in PO(2’) since it is in SO(23, and in dimensions < 2’ - 1 
the covering map 72 : SO(2’) ---* PO(2’) is a monomorphism in homology mod 2 (see (8.1)). 
It follows using the spectral sequence in cohomology mod 2 of the fibration of PO(2’) over 
X with fibre SO(2r-’ - 2), that 
H*(X ; 2,) = (z,cv1/v”‘) c3 w,-2, +I, a** , u,-1) 
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where dim v = 1, dim ui = i, q T 2’-‘, it = 2’ - 1, and further SqkUi = ( i - k, k)uk+ i for 
k > 1 or i #q - 1, Sqluq_l = uq + vq. (These last relations may be deduced from the 
action of the Sqi’s in H*(P0(2’); Z,), see (8.6)). 
If the fibration of X over P” has a cross section f (i.e. if there exist 2’-’ + 1 linearly 
independent vector fields on P”) then f * : H*(X; 2,) + H*(P”; Z,) would be a homo- 
morphism of algebras of H*(X; Z,) onto Zz[a]/az’ g H*(P”; Z,), dim a = 1, compatible 
with the action of the Steenrod algebra and with f *(v) = a. That such a retraction cannot 
exist may be proved similarly to the proof of (9.1). Namely, analogous to (9.2) we have the 
relations 
(i) Sq’u,_, = uq + vq, 
(ii) Sqzuq_z = uq, 
(9.6) 
(iii) Sq3uq_, = u~+~, 
(iv) Sq4uq_, = u~+~. 
Now either (a) f *uq_l = aq-l or (b) f *uq_l = 0. Consider tist case (a). 
If (a) f*uq-l = aq-l then f*Sqluq_l = f *(uq + vq) = f *uq + a4 while f *Sq’uq_l 
= Sq’f *uq- 1 = Sq’aQ-l = ~8. Hence f *u4 = 0, so f *uq_2 = 0 from (9.6)(ii) and the fact 
that Sq2aq-2 = aq. Now, using (9.6)(iii) and (a) we get f *uq+2 = aq+2 and using (9.6)(iv) 
we f#f *uq+2 = 0. Hence (a) leads to a contradiction. 
If(b)f*uq_l=0,thenf*(Sq’uq_l)=f*uq+aq=Osof*uq=aq. Hencef*uq_2=aq-2, 
and using (9.6)(iv) f *uq+2 = aq+2, while using (9.6)(iii) with (b) we get f *uq+2 = 0, again a 
contradiction. Thus no such cross-section f exists, and the theorem is proved. 
We are indebted to B. J. Sanderson for the following Lemma. 
LEMMA (9.7). Pk is immersible in R”, n > k if and only if the tangent bundle to P”, z(P”), 
admits k independent vector fields over Pk. Further, regular homotopy classes of immersions 
of Pk in R” are in one-one correspondence with homotopy classes of cross-sections of the 
associated k-frame bundle of z(P”) restricted to Pk. 
Combining (9.5) and (9.7) we get: 
COROLLARY (9.8). If k = 2’ + 2, r 2 3, Pk cannot be immersed in R”, n =2’+l - 1, or in 
other words Pk does not immerse in RZk- 5. 
Mahowald [13] and Sanderson [12] have shown that for k = 2” + 2, r 2 3, Pk+l 
immerses in R”, n = 2’+l, so that Pk does also. Hence these are best possible: 
COROLLARY (9.9). If k = 2’ + 2, n = 2”l, then Pk andPk” immerse in R” and in no lower 
dimension, i.e. Pk immerses in RZke4 if k = 2’ + 2 and Pk immerses in RZke6 if k =2’ + 3 
(r 2 3) and these are best possible immersion dimensions. 
Proof of (9.7). Let e and q be m and n plane bundles over spaces X and Y, respectively, 
m I n. A map from the total space of r to the total space of q is called equivariant if it 
carries fibres into fibres, and on each fibre it is a linear monomorphism. Two such maps 
will be called homotopic if they are homotopic through equivariant maps. Then the 
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theorem of Hirsch [8] states that regular homotopy classes of immersions of a manifold Mm 
in a manifold N”, m < n, are in one-onecorrespondence with homotopyclasses ofequivariant 
maps of z(M) into r(N). If N = R”, these homotopy classes of equivariant maps are in 
one-to-one correspondence with equivariant maps from z(M) to the trivial n-plane bundle 
E” over M which cover the identity map of M (the homotopies covering the constant homo- 
topy). In other words we must examine homotopy classes of bundle monomorphisms of 
r(M) into E” (bundles over M). 
Let 4 and 4 be k and n plane bundles over a space X, E,, Ez the total spaces of the 
associated k-frame bundles. Then O(k) acts on each, and the collapsed space (E1 x E,)/O(k) 
(using the diagonal action) is a fibre space over X x X with fibre I’,,, (the fibre of EJ. 
Taking the induced bundle over X induced by the diagonal map X-P X x X, we get a 
V,,, bundle E over X, cross sections of E correspond to bundle monomorphisms of l to q 
and homotopy of cross sections corresponds to homotopy of monomorphisms (through 
monomorphisms). Let U(?J, q) denote the set of such homotopy classes of monomorphisms 
of g to q. 
Let E’ be the corresponding V,,,, k+l bundle over X for the bundle 1: @ si and q 8 .sl. 
We have from k-frames in < and q to (k + l)-frames in 5 0 EI and q @ s1 (respectively) by 
adding a chosen cross section of s1 to each k-frame. This induces a map f : E-B E’, sending 
fibres to fibres, covering the identity map of X. Restricted to fibres,fis the natural map of 
Vn,k = O(n)/O(n - k) to v,+,, k+l = O(n + l)/O(n - k) induced by the inclusion of O(n) 
in O(n + 1). This is a homotopy equivalence through dimension n - 2, and it follows that 
f restricted to fibres is a homotopy equivalence through dimension n - 2, and finally that f 
itself is a homotopy equivalence through dimension (n - 2). Hence we get: 
LEMMA (9.10). If dim X I n - 2, 5, q are k, n plane bundles over X (respectively), then f 
induces a one to one correspondence between L?(t, q) and LZ’(5 0 &I, q 0 EI). 
Let r = r(Pk), the tangent bundle of Pk, 2’ = r(P”)lP”, the tangent bundle to P” restricted 
to Pk. Since 8(sk, g) is the set of homotopy classes of cross sections of the bundle of k 
frames of the bundle 5, (9.7) is equivalent o the statement that _Y(r, E”) is in one to one 
correspondence with 3’(sk, z’), (write 3(z, E”) z 3’(.sk, 7’)). By (9.10) -Y(r, E”) r _~Y(z 0 el, 
s”+l). Now z 0 s1 = (k + l)y, where y is the canonical non-trivial line bundle over Pk. 
Also y @ y is the trivial line bundle and Qy induces a one to one correspondence on Y, so 
that 
Z(T, E”) g _Y(T 0 .el, &“+I) g dp((k + l)y, .?‘+I) 2 P(E~+‘, (n + 1)~) z 3’(ek, z’) 
and (9.7) is proved. 
$40. APPENDIX ON BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
In this section, we prove Lemma (6.20). Before doing this we first recall some facts 
about binomial coefficients modp, p prime. Throughout we make the convention that if 
a, b are non-negative integers then (a, b) = [(a + b)!]/(a!b!) with O! = 1; and if a, b are 
integers with either a or b < 0 then (a, b) = 0. 
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Remark (1) If a, b are integers 20 and a =u,,.p’ + al-p1 + . . . + asps, b = bo.po + 
hip’ + . . . + bgs are the p-adic expansions of a and b (i.e. 0 5 a,,, b, c p) then (a -b, b) = 
W$l - b,, b,) modp. 
P 
Proof. Let x be an indeterminate. (1 + x)’ = 1 + xp modp, and (1 + x)P” = 1 + $” 
mod p. 
=n(l+xp”p modp 
P 
where /3 = pop0 + /$p’ + . . . + psp” is the p-adic expansion of p. 
Comparing coefficients in expressions (1) and (2) the desired result is obtained. 
Remark (2). If a, b are non-negative integers with up r b, for all p then (a - b, b) # 0 
mod p. 
(1) 
(2) 
Proof. (a - b, b) = 17 (a, - b,, bJ modp. If a, 1 b, then for each p, (a, - b,, bJ # 0 
Ir 
mod p. 
Remark (3). If a = p” - 1 + 1 .p’ with 1 i 1 c p and s 2 0, and b is any integer with 
O~b~uthen(u-b,b)#Omodp. 
Proof. The p-adic expansion of a is a = (p - 1)~’ + (p - ljp + @ - 1)~’ + . . . + 
0, - 1)~‘~’ + 1. p”. So if b is such that 0 $ b 5 a then the hypotheses of the previous remark 
are clearly satisfied. 
LEMMA (6.20). Let I = set of integers n such that 2 5 n 5 pr - 1, p prime and r 2 3. 
Then for any i E Z with i > p, there exist j, h E I with k < i and integers m, n with n > 0, 
m > 0 such that 
(a) i+m(p-l)=j, (i-m-l,m)#Omodp 
and 
(b) k + n@ - 1) = j, (k - n - 1, n) # 0 modp. 
Proof. Given i E Z with i > p let l(i) be the unique integer such that 1 5 I(i) < p and 
l+I(i)rimod(p- 1). Consider the sequence of integers 
1 + I(i), p + p-l(i), p* + p**Z(i), . . . , pS+ $-l(i), . . . . 
Since p F 1 mod (p - 1) each element of this sequence is s i mod (p - 1). If u is any 
element of this sequence and b is any integer with 0 6 b 5 a - 1, then by remark (3) above 
(a-b-l,b)#Omodp. 
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Let i’ be the largest element of the sequence such that i’ 5 i. Define se by i’ = 
pso + pso* l(i). We divide the proof into three cases : 
Case I. i’ < i. 
Case II. i’ = i and s,, > 1. 
Case III. i’ = i and s0 = 1. 
The possibility i’ = i and s0 = 0 cannot occur since by hypothesis i > p. 
Case I. i’< i. Take j = i, m = 0, k = i’, n = (i’ - i)/(p - 1). To show that these 
values ofj, m, h, n will suffice it is only necessary to show that (i - i’)/@ - 1) $ i’ - 1, since 
then by remark 3 above (i’ - (i - i’)/@ - 1) - 1, (i - i’)/(p - 1)) # 0 modp. By the way that 
i was chosen i c p l i’. Since p * i’ s i mod (p - 1) this implies i 5 p * i’ - (p - 1). Rewriting 
the right hand side of the last inequality we obtain 
which implies 
i r i’ + (i’ - l)(p - 1) 
j - i’ 
-Zi’- 1. 
p-1- 
CaseII. i=i’ands,>l. Takej=i+p-1, m=l, k=i/p+p-1, n=i/p. To 
show that these values of j, m, k, n suffice it is necessary to show: 
(i) i+p- 1 <p’ 
(ii) (i - 2, 1) # 0 modp 
(iii) (p - 2, i/p) # 0 modp. 
To prove (i) we must show that pr - i > p - 1. Ifl(i)<p-l,theni=pso+I(i).pSo< 
P so+1 < P’ and pr - i zpSof’ 
i = psOc+ l(i)p”O = psO + l
-i=[p-I-Z(i)Jp”‘>p-1. If l(i)=p-I, then 
<pr,andp’-i=p’-pp”~f’~pS~+~-pp”~+l=pS~+’@- I)>p_ 1. 
(ii) follows from Remark (3) above with a = i - 1, b = 1. 
(iii) follows from Remark (2) above with a = i/p + p - 2, b = i/p i.e. if l(i) <p - 1 
then 
i/p +p - 2 = (p - 2)p” + 0.p’ + 0.p’ + . . . + 0.psos2 + [l + l(i)Jpso-’ 
i/p = 0.p’ + O*p’ + 0.p’ + . . . + 0*pso-2 + [I + l(i)]pso-‘; if/(i) =p - I 
then 
In either instance Remark (2) above applies. 
Case III. i = i’ = p + p * I(i). Take j = l(i) + p2, m = p - I(i), k = l(i) + p, n = p. To 
show that these values of j, m, k, n suffice it is necessary to show 
(i) l(i) + p2 < p' 
(ii) (l(i) - 1 + l(i)*p, p - l(i)) # 0 mod p 
(iii) (I(i) - 1, p) # 0 mod p. 
(i) follows from the hypothesis r 2 3. 
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(ii) follows from Remark (2) above with 
a =p - 1 + I(i)*p = (p - l)*pO + I(i)*p’ 
b=p-Z(i)=[p-Z(i)].pO+O.p’. 
(iii) follows from remark 2 above with 
a = l(i) - 1 +p = (I(i) - l)*pO + 1 *pl 
b=p=O$+ l*pl. Q.E.D. 
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